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Company: Novocure

Location: Poland

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Novocure is a global publicly-traded commercial-stage oncology company developing a

profoundly different cancer treatment therapy called tumor treating fields (TTFields) for

patients with solid tumors. TTFields therapy is a non-invasive, novel, antimitotic treatment

modality which utilizes proprietary technology attempting to slow or reverse tumor

progression by inducing tumor cell death. Novocure's commercialized product, Optune, is

approved for the treatment of adult patients with glioblastoma (GBM) in the USA, Europe and

Israel. Novocure has ongoing or completed clinical trials and is further expanding its efforts

into several other solid tumor indications - non-small cell lung cancer, pancreatic cancer and

other types of solid cancers.

Novocure Poland is our newest office in Europe and you will be part of a global business

services team supporting multiple business functions including finance and payroll and located

in Krakow. The global business services organization within Novocure Poland is critical to

Novocure’s efforts to drive process efficiency, standardizations and drive greater business

value as the company prepares for future growth.

To support our team in Krakow, Poland we are looking for an:

Junior Data Analyst

The Junior Data Analyst will lead forecasting for the US Business Operations Team to drive

business growth. US Business Operations provides analytics and operations support to

Novocure US. We work with our partners in sales, patient experience, and medical affairs to

analyse and report on the business.

The Analyst will also lead analytics projects to understand critical aspects of the business
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and suggest possible solutions. The Analyst will work cross functionally with all partners in

the US. The Junior Data Analyst will also help design and implement operational experiments

to drive efficiency and effectiveness. The Analyst should have strong communication skills and be

able to build a clear narrative to describe results.

Your responsibilities:

Collect, clean, and preprocess data from various sources to ensure accuracy and reliability.

Perform exploratory data analysis to identify trends, patterns, and anomalies.

Develop and implement basic machine learning algorithms for predictive modeling and

classification tasks.

Assist in the design and execution of A/B tests to evaluate the effectiveness of different

business strategies.

Create visualizations and reports to communicate findings to stakeholders effectively.

Collaborate with cross-functional teams to understand business needs and provide data-

driven solutions.

Stay updated with the latest tools and techniques in data analysis and machine

learningYour

Requirements:

Bachelor's degree in a quantitative field such as Computer Science, Statistics, Mathematics, or

related field.

Strong analytical skills with the ability to interpret complex data sets.

Proficiency in SQL for data manipulation and extraction.

Familiarity with programming languages such as Python or R.

Data modeling skills

Understanding of basic data warehouse patterns (e.g., star schema, slowly changing

dimension)

Knowledge of cloud computing platforms such as AWS, Azure, or Google Cloud is a plus



Familiarity with data pipelines and integrations

Experience with data visualization tools such as Looker, Tableau, or Power BI.

Experience generating reproducible reports

Basic understanding of machine learning concepts and algorithms.

Excellent communication and presentation skills.

Ability to work independently and in a team environment.

Proficient with Microsoft Office, including Sharepoint.

Fluency in both written and Spoken English as this is the language you will be working in

Benefits  :

Financial

Performance related bonus

Life Insurance

Lifestyle

Free fruit & cookies delivered for office staff

Multisport card

Health

Private Medical care
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